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Electrically, Chemically, and Photonically
Powered Torsional and Tensile Actuation
of Hybrid Carbon Nanotube Yarn Muscles
Márcio D. Lima,1* Na Li,1,2* Mônica Jung de Andrade,1 Shaoli Fang,1 Jiyoung Oh,1
Geoffrey M. Spinks,3 Mikhail E. Kozlov,1 Carter S. Haines,1 Dongseok Suh,1
Javad Foroughi,3 Seon Jeong Kim,4 Yongsheng Chen,2 Taylor Ware,1 Min Kyoon Shin,4
Leonardo D. Machado,5 Alexandre F. Fonseca,6 John D. W. Madden,7 Walter E. Voit,1
Douglas S. Galvão,5 Ray H. Baughman1†

Artificial muscles are of practical interest, but few types have been commercially exploited. Typical
problems include slow response, low strain and force generation, short cycle life, use of electrolytes,
and low energy efficiency. We have designed guest-filled, twist-spun carbon nanotube yarns as
electrolyte-free muscles that provide fast, high-force, large-stroke torsional and tensile actuation. More
than a million torsional and tensile actuation cycles are demonstrated, wherein a muscle spins a rotor at
an average 11,500 revolutions/minute or delivers 3% tensile contraction at 1200 cycles/minute.
Electrical, chemical, or photonic excitation of hybrid yarns changes guest dimensions and generates
torsional rotation and contraction of the yarn host. Demonstrations include torsional motors, contractile
muscles, and sensors that capture the energy of the sensing process to mechanically actuate.

Theconcept of deploying strong carbon nano-
tube yarns as actuators has produced both
electrochemically and thermally powered

yarn muscles. The performance of electrochemically
powered yarnmuscles (1, 2) is adversely affected for
most applications by the need for electrolyte, counter
electrode, and device packaging, which add much
more to actuator weight and volume than the actuat-
ing electrode. The electrolyte also limits operating
temperature and voltage, as well as actuation rate.
Previous work has demonstrated use of polymer-
filled nontwisted carbon nanotube yarns as thermally
powered shape memory actuators, but reversible
actuation was not achieved (3). Dispersed carbon
nanotubes and nanotube sheets have been used for
electrically heating thermally actuating materials to
provide cantilever deflections (4–6).

Here we demonstrate large-stroke, high-power,
and high–work-capacity yarn muscles that provide
millions of cycles and avoid the need for elec-
trolyte or special packaging. Torsional and ten-
sile actuation of these hybrid muscles results
from dimensional changes of a yarn guest. The
twist-spun nanotubes confine this actuating guest

in both solid and molten states and provide the
mechanical strength and helical geometry enabling
large-stroke torsional and tensile actuation. Revers-
ible actuation is powered electrically, photonical-
ly, or by chemical absorption and desorption.

Yarn fabrication and structure. Nanotubes
drawn froma carbonmultiwall nanotube (MWNT)

forest are twist-spun into a yarn (7–14). The utilized
forests are ~350mmhigh and consist ofMWNTs that
have an outer diameter of ~9 nm, contain about six
walls, and form large bundles. Symmetric twist in-
sertion during sheet draw from a forest or into a
predrawn nanotube sheet (suspended between either
a forest and one rigid support or two rigid supports)
provides the two investigated helical yarn structures
(Fermat scrolls for the former cases and dual-
Archimedean scrolls for the latter) (15, 16) illus-
trated in Fig. 1, H and I. The bias angle (the angle
between the yarn length and nanotube directions)
for the simpler Fermat yarn is

a = tan−1(2prT )

where r is the distance from yarn center and T is
the inserted twist in turns per yarn length. The mea-
sured bias angle is that for the yarn surface, where r
equals the yarn radius. Overtwisting these MWNT
yarns, as for ordinary textile yarns, rubber bands,
andDNAmolecules, causes coiling, which is called
writhe (17–20). This coiling, as well as coiling in
plied yarn, will be used to dramatically amplify
tensile stroke andwork capabilities comparedwith
those for uncoiled yarn (21).

Methods for incorporating guest actuating ma-
terial into the host yarn include melt and solution
infiltration (which can be followed by in situ polym-
erization) and biscrolling, in which the guest is
deposited on aMWNTsheet before twist insertion.

Nanotube muscle chirality and tethering.
Yarn volume during actuation for nonplied hybrid
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Fig. 1. Muscle configurations and yarn structures for tensile and torsional actuation. Tensile load and paddle
positions for (A) a two-end–tethered, fully infiltrated homochiral yarn; (B) a two-end–tethered, bottom-half–
infiltrated homochiral yarn; (C) a one-end–tethered, fully infiltrated homochiral yarn; and (D) a two-end–tethered,
fully infiltrated heterochiral yarn. The depicted yarns are coiled, noncoiled, four-ply, and two-ply, respectively. Arrows
indicate the observed direction of paddle rotation during thermal actuation. Red and green yarn-end attachments
are tethers, meaning they prohibit end rotation; red attachments also prohibit translational displacement. SEM
micrographs of (E) a fully infiltrated homochiral coiled yarn, (F) a neat two-ply yarn, and (G) a neat four-ply yarn.
Illustration of ideal cross sections for (H) Fermat, (I) dual-Archimedean, and (J) infiltrated four-ply Fermat yarns.

(1)
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yarns (i.e., yarns that are not wrapped around
another yarn) causes tensile contraction and un-
twist. Since the untwisting of a nonplied actuat-
ing yarn segment causes elongation that partially
cancels yarn contraction, maximizing tensile con-
traction and torsional actuation generally require
different configurations.

We predict configurations that optimize either
torsional or tensile actuation for yarns, where the
only variables are whether guest infiltration is along
the entire yarn or one-half its length, whether the
yarn is homochiral (one chirality) or heterochiral
(with equal length segments having opposite chi-
rality), and whether the yarn is nonplied or plied.
Using opposite chirality, nonplied yarn segments
(designated S and Z), with a paddle at their intercon-
nection (Fig. 1D), maximizes initial torque on the
paddle, because these segments operate additively
to provide rotation. For the sameyarn, the one-end–
tethered configuration of Fig. 1C provides twice the
torsional rotation of the Fig. 1D configuration, but
one-half the initial torque, so both configurations
provide equal torsional work capacity. Actuation
of one segment in a two-end–tethered homochiral
yarn (Fig. 1B) generates smaller rotation than for the
heterochiral yarn of Fig. 1Dbecause of the energetic
cost of twisting the unactuated yarn as the actuating
yarn untwists. As with the Fig. 1C configuration, the
Fig. 1D configuration with nonplied yarn does not
provide reversible actuation unless internally con-
strained by a solid guest, to prevent S twist from
canceling Z twist in the other yarn segment.

Yarn untwist is prohibited in Fig. 1A unless
symmetry is broken for energetic reasons to provide
yarn segments with opposite changes in twist, while
untwist of the actuating segment is compensated
by up-twist of the nonactuated segment in Fig.
1B, so these actuator configurations can optimize
tensile contraction per length for a nonplied ac-

tuated yarn. Because the entire yarn untwists for
the Fig. 1, C and D, configurations during actua-
tion when the yarn is nonplied, they do not pro-
vide optimized tensile contraction.

Thermally, electrothermally, and photother-
mally powered actuation. Thermal actuation of
hybrid yarn muscles is largely driven by volume
expansion of the yarn guest. Paraffin waxes are
used as prototypical guests because of high ther-
mal stability; the tunability of transition widths
and temperatures; the large volume changes as-
sociated with phase transitions and thermal ex-
pansion; and their ability to wet carbon nanotube
yarns. Such waxes have been long investigated
and commercially deployed as thermally or elec-
trothermally powered actuators (22). By confining
the actuating wax in the nanosized pores of a
MWNT yarn (fig. S3), the goal is to avoid con-
ventional hydraulic and external heating systems
and directly use a muscle-like geometry, where
high surface/volume and thermal and electrical
conductivities enhance response rate and a helical
geometry enables both torsional rotation and ten-
sile contraction. Results described are for a com-
mercialwax (“Aldrichwax,”SigmaAldrich 411671),
which fullymelts at ~83°C, increases volume ~20%
between 30° and 90°C, and expands an additional
~10% between 90° and 210°C (fig. S5).

Tensile contraction versus temperature for coiled
dual-Archimedean yarn, before and after wax in-
filtration, is compared in Fig. 2Awith correspond-
ing data (figure inset) for noncoiled Fermat yarn.
Wax infiltration greatly enhanced tensile con-
traction for all yarns, as did yarn coiling. Despite a
difference in the load dependence of actuation,
similar tensile strokes were obtained for noncoiled,
Fermat, and dual-Archimedean yarns having sim-
ilar diameter and twist angle (fig. S2). Heating
the neat coiled yarn from ambient to incandescent

temperature (~2560°C) under 3.8-MPa tensile stress
provided a reversible yarn contraction of 7.3% (Fig.
2B and movie S4), corresponding to 0.16 kJ/kg of
contractile work capability per yarn weight. Be-
cause yarn coiling greatly enhanced actuation
stroke, coiled yarns (Fig. 1E) are the focus of the
studies on tensile actuation discussed below.

Tensile actuation at 1200 cycles per minute
and 3% stroke was demonstrated for more than
1.4 million cycles (Fig. 3A) with a two-end–tethered,
wax-filled, coiled Fermat yarn that lifted 17,700
times its own weight when powered by a 20-Hz,
18.3-V/cm square-wave voltage. Fast passive cool-
ing in 25 ms resulted from the small yarn and coil
diameters (11.5 and 20 mm, respectively). The per-
formance of this yarn was optimized by increasing
applied voltage and mechanical load, while re-
ducing pulse duration. Figure 3B shows a series
of actuations wherein the yarn lifts 175,000 times
its mass in 30 ms when 32 V/cm was applied for
15 ms. The work during contraction (0.836 kJ/kg)
provided a power output of 27.9 kW/kg, which is
85 times the peak output of mammalian skeletal
muscles (0.323 kW/kg) (23) and 30 times the
maximum measured power density of previous
carbon nanotube muscles. However, the high ap-
plied electrical power reduces cycle life by caus-
ing excessive heating and paraffin evaporation.

Figure 3C shows the stress dependence of
actuator stroke and work capacity for different
amounts of twist insertion in a wax-infiltrated,
150-mm-diameter, dual-Archimedean yarn that is
two-end tethered. Reversible contraction, which
is greatly enhanced for yarn having sufficient
twist to cause coiling, resulted from steady-state
electrical heating to just below the wax vaporiza-
tion temperature. Applying high stress decreases
stroke, owing to the yarn’s lower Young’s modulus
in the contracted state (containing molten wax)
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Fig. 2. Thermal tensile actuation for two-end–tethered homochiral yarns. (A)
Tensile actuation strain versus temperature before (black) and after (red) wax
infiltration for a coiled, dual-Archimedean yarn having 130-mm initial diameter,
an inserted twist of ~4000 turns/m (per length of the precursor sheet stack), and
an applied stress of 6.8 MPa. Inset: Corresponding actuation data before (black)
and after (red) wax infiltration for a noncoiled Fermat yarn having 16-mm initial
diameter, ~20,000 turns/m twist, and an applied stress of 4.8 MPa. (B) Electro-

thermal tensile actuation strain and work capacity during contraction in vacuum
as a function of applied electrical power for a neat, coiled, dual-Archimedean
yarn having 115-mm diameter and the inserted twist of the dual-Archimedean
yarn in (A). Insets: Tensile actuation versus estimated temperature for this yarn
(left) and photograph of the incandescent yarn lifting a 10-g load. Closed
symbols and open symbols in (A) and (B) are for increasing and decreasing
temperature, respectively.
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and correspondingly larger elastic elongation
under load than in the initial state (where the solid
wax provides structural reinforcement for both
tensile and torsional deformations) (fig. S2). The
stroke for highly coiled yarn decreases at low
stresses (Fig. 3C),which is consistentwith the close
proximity of adjacent coils hindering contraction.

Figure 3C shows that there is an optimal amount
of coiling that maximizes either stroke or work dur-
ing contraction for thewaxhybrid yarn.Amaximum
contraction of 5.6% was observed at 5.7-MPa stress
for a coiled Fermat yarn having intermediate twist.
Adding 6.8%more twist to the coiled yarn increased
the stress of maximum contraction (16.4 MPa for
5.1% strain) and the maximum measured contractile
work (1.36 kJ/kg at 84 MPa), which is 29 times the
work capacity of natural muscle (24). Subsequently
reducing twist by41%eliminatedcoilingand reduced
maximum contraction and contractile work to low
values (0.7% and 0.31 kJ/kg, respectively). Contrac-
tions of 10%under 5.5-MPa stresswere realized for a
150-mm-diameter, partially coiled, dual-Archimedean
yarn by applying well-separated 50-ms, 15-V/cm
pulses (Fig. 3D). Because the cross-sectional area
of this yarn was 170 times higher than for the yarn
of Fig. 3, A and B, passive cooling in ambient air
was less effective: The cooling time increased from
25ms to ~2.5 s, resulting in a low contractile power
density when both heating and cooling times are
considered (0.12 kW/kg).

The highest presently realized ratio of the me-
chanical work done during contraction to the input
electrical energy is 0.55% (25), which is similar to
the energy conversion efficiency of commercially
used shape memory metals, which can reach 1 or
2% (26). The energy efficiency for the hybrid yarn
muscles can be increased by minimizing the thermal

energy loss during actuation, increasing the allow-
able mechanical load by increasing yarn strength,
and increasing the ratio of guest volume change
to the enthalpy change needed to produce it.

The Fig. 1, C and D, configurations provided
highly reversible torsional and tensile actuation
when the final actuation temperature (Tf) was be-
low the temperature at which wax melting starts
(Tms). Actuation for these configurations became
increasingly irreversible at higher temperatures
for nonplied yarn, especiallywhenmechanical load
was large, and cycling to aboveTmf (wheremelting
is complete) caused large permanent untwist.
This problem does not arise for SZ two-ply yarn
(or its chiral opposite); because the sum of yarn Z
twist and the S twist of yarn plying must be
conserved, uncoiling during reversal of actuation
acts as a torsional return spring for reversing twist
release within the yarn (27) (fig. S9).

Very fast, highly reversible torsional actua-
tion was demonstrated for 2 million cycles for a
6.9-cm-long, 10-mm-diameter, two-end–tethered,
half-wax–infiltrated homochiral Fermat yarn that
rotated a paddle at yarn midpoint (Fig. 1B con-
figuration). The hybrid yarn accelerated a 16.5-
times-heavier paddle to a full-cycle–averaged
11,500 rotations per minute—first in one direc-
tion and then in reverse (Fig. 4A). Even though
actuation temperature was far above Tmf, this
high cycle life resulted because of the presence
of the unactuated yarn segment of Fig. 1B,
whose twisting during the untwisting of the ac-
tuating yarn segment acted as a torsional return
spring. Figure 4B shows the dependence of tor-
sional rotation on input electrical power and
applied tensile load for a similar yarn that rotated a
150-times-heavier paddle for a million highly re-

versible cycles. Increasing load increased rotation
speed from 5500 revolutions/minute (movie S2)
to a maximum of 7900 revolutions/minute. Re-
versible torsional actuation (12.6°/mm) was also
driven for a half-wax–infiltrated yarn by replacing
electrical heating with heating using light pulses
(movie S4) from a 100-W incandescent lamp.

Torsional actuation of a fully infiltrated, het-
erochiral, noncoiled, dual-Archimedean yarn (Fig.
1D) was used to hurl a projectile by rotating the
arm of a miniature Greco-Roman–style catapult
by 300° (Fig. 4C and movie S3). A maximum
specific torque of 8.42 N·m/kg was generated
for this 100-mm-diameter yarn, which is five times
the value demonstrated for electrochemically driv-
en nanotube yarn and slightly higher than for
large electric motors (up to 6 N·m/kg). Though the
maximum torsional actuation temperature was
above Tmf and the yarn is heterochiral and fully
infiltrated, reversible operation was achieved as
the torsional rotation range was limited to 130°
and the actuation temperature was below that
of appreciable wax evaporation.

We have also demonstrated reversible, ther-
mally powered torsional actuation for hybrid yarn
containing other volume-expanding guests. One
example is CH3(CH2)11C≡C-C≡C(CH2)8COOH,
which was infiltrated into twist-spun Fermat yarn
(diameter = 9 mm and a = 30°) and photopoly-
merized by 1,4-addition. Similar to a related poly-
diacetylene used to make color-changing carbon
nanotube yarns (28), the produced polydiacetylene
is polychromatic, providing a reversible blue-to-
red phase transition at ~57°C. Owing to a few
percent volume increase at this blue-red phase
transition and a larger volume change from melt-
ing incompletely polymerized monomer at 63°C,

Fig. 3. Electrothermal
tensile actuation for two-
end–tethered, homochiral,
wax-filled yarns. (A) Ten-
sile actuation strain versus
time after 1,400,000 revers-
ible cycles for a 11.5-mm-
diameter,coiledFermatyarn
having ~25,000 turns/m
twist when driven by an
18.3-V/cm, 20-Hz symmet-
ric square wave voltage
while lifting a load that
provided a14.3-MPa stress.
(B) Tensile actuation for
the yarn of (A) with 109-
MPa applied tensile stress
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when driven at 3% duty cycle by 15-ms, 32-V/cm square-wave voltage pulses having a period
of 500 ms. (C) The stress dependence of steady-state tensile actuation and contractile work
(black and blue data points, respectively) produced by Joule heating (0.189 V/cm) for a
150-mm-diameter, dual-Archimedean yarn having different levels of inserted twist. (D) Tensile
strain versus time for the yarn of (C) with 3990 turns/m of inserted twist per precursor sheet
stack length, when supporting a 5.5-MPa tensile stress and driven by a 15-V/cm square wave
having 50-ms pulse duration and 2.5-s period.
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reversible torsional rotation of 100°/mm was ob-
tained for actuation to below 80°C for the yarn
configuration of Fig. 1B. Actuation to higher tem-
peratures was poorly reversible, likely because of
an irreversible phase transition.

Actuation powered by absorption. Reversible
torsional actuation was powered by the absorp-
tion and desorption of hydrogen on a 60-nm-
thick palladium layer on nanotube bundles (fig.
S4) within a dual-Archimedean yarn (16). Because
this 144-mm-diameter yarn contained 90 weight
(wt) % palladium, the resulting high torsional
rigidity restricted twist insertion to ~200 turns/m.
Nevertheless, a one-end–tethered yarn rotated
at its free end a thousand-times-heavier paddle
during hydrogen absorption. Injection of 0.05-atm
H2 into a vacuum chamber containing the ac-
tuator caused 1.5 paddle rotations within ~6 s,
which was fully reversed on a similar time scale
during repeated cycling between hydrogen ex-
posure and vacuum. Cantilever-based actuators
exploiting the dimensional changes of a 10-mm-
thick Pd alloy layer have been previously dem-
onstrated (29), but the response time was in tens
of minutes. The yarn’s 100-fold faster response
rate resulted from yarn porosity and the thinness of
the Pd coating. Such yarn actuators might be used
as intelligent muscles that rapidly close an inlet
when a targeted hydrogen pressure is exceeded.

Liquid absorption and desorption can also
drive actuation, as shown in fig. S10, where tor-
sional actuation of a two-end–tethered Fermat
yarn is shown as a function of immersion length in
liquid. As with a polymer that absorbs a liquid or
vapor, the immersed yarn swells, and this volume
change drives torsional actuation.

Discussion. The volume expansion of a liquid
wax reversibly drives actuation rather than causing
wax extrusion from the porous yarn because of the
giant interfacial energies that arise on the nanoscale.
The molten wax undergoes a fractional volume de-
crease DVw/Vw when cooled. If this wax volume
change occurred without decreasing yarn volume,
nanotube-paraffin interfacial energies (gnp) would
be replaced by nanotube-air interfacial energies (gna)
at an energy cost of (gna – gnp)(DVw/Vw)An, where
An is the gravimetric surface area of the nanotubes.
Using gna – gnp ~ 18mJ/m

2 (30),An ~ 97m
2/g (31),

and DVw/Vw ~ 0.2, about 0.35 kJ/kg of energy is
available to compress the nanotube yarn as the vol-
ume of the liquidwax decreases. During subsequent
yarn actuation by heating and corresponding wax
expansion, this elastic energy in the yarn is progres-
sively released, therebymaintaining coincidence be-
tween molten wax and yarn volume over the entire
actuation cycle—as is observed. This analysis cor-
rectly predicts that excesswaxon the yarn surface, as
well as wax evaporation, will decrease tensile stroke.

Why is tensile contraction no more than 0.7%
for wax-filled, noncoiled, nonplied yarns under-
going volume expansions of about 10% (fig. S2),
despite these same yarns providing high torsional
actuation? Low tensile contraction results for a
noncoiled, Fermat yarn because the yarn bias an-
gle decreases toward zero with decreasing radius
within the yarn (Eq. 1) and the fractional con-
traction (DL/L) produced by a fractional volume
change strongly depends upon bias angle (fig.
S11). Length contraction of the outer yarn layer is
dramatically reduced by dimensional mismatch
with progressively smaller contractions closer to
yarn center. This dimensional mismatch similarly
limits tensile contraction for the component helical
scrolls in dual-Archimedean yarn.

The thermal expansion coefficient for non-
coiled, neat, Fermat yarn between 25° and 200°C
(about –2.2 × 10−6/°C) (Fig. 2A, inset) is similar
to the in-plane thermal expansion coefficient of
graphite (which has a minimum of –1.4 × 10−6/°C
at about 3°C, increases to –0.71 × 10−6/°C at 200°C,
and becomes positive above ~380°C) (32). How-
ever, the tensile contraction of uncoiled neat yarn
becomes 2.8 times as negativewith increasing twist
(fig. S1), indicating that contraction of nanotube
length cannot fully explain yarn contraction. This
yarn contraction is relatively insensitive to me-
chanical load and is approximately the same for

Fig. 4. Torsional actuation
for two-end–tethered, wax-
infiltrated yarns. (A) Av-
erage rotation rate versus
cycle number for a 6.9-cm-
long,half-infiltrated,homo-
chiral Fermat yarn (10 mm
diameter and ~22,000
turns/m twist), when ex-
cited by a 15-Hz, 40-V/cm,
square-wave voltage using
50% duty cycle and 41-
MPa applied load. Each
point on the graph is the
average speed over 120
cycles. Inset: rotation an-
gle and rotation speed
versus time for one com-
plete cycle. The average
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Crotation speed was ~11,500 revolutions/min over nearly 2 million cycles. (B) Average
rotation rate versus applied electrical power for different tensile loads when using the yarn in
(A) and a heavier paddle. Inset: rotation angle and speed versus time for 51.5-MPa load. The
average speed was 7600 revolutions/min. (C) Static torque versus applied electrical power for
a 100-mm-diameter, 6.4-cm-long, fully infiltrated, heterochiral, dual-Archimedean yarn
having ~3000 turns/m of inserted twist per stack length. Insets: Greco-Roman catapult
configuration used for torque measurements (bottom) and photograph indicating the
melting temperature of a paraffin flake applied to the yarn surface (top left).
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neat Fermat and dual-Archimedean yarns having
about the same diameter and bias angle (fig. S2).

Diverse structural effects can potentially contrib-
ute to tensile actuation for coiled, two-end–tethered,
nonplied yarns, including conversion between twist
and writhe (in both uncoiled and coiled regions) and
changes in coil diameter, pitch, and yarn length. Al-
though twist-to-writhe conversion (corresponding
to an increase in number of coils) would enhance
thermal contraction during actuation, optical micros-
copy indicates that total coil number does not mea-
surably increase during actuation for either heavily
or lightly coiled,wax-filled, dual-Archimedeanyarns.
These results suggest that tensile contraction is pre-
dominantly caused by a decrease in separation be-
tween neighboring coils.

Yarn coiling increases the negative thermal ex-
pansion of a neat twist-spun yarn by a factor of ~10.
Because these coiled neat yarns provide up to 7.3%
hysteresis-free contraction when lifting heavy loads
using temperature changes up to ~2560°C (Fig. 2B
and movie S4), these muscles can be deployed in
inert atmosphere to temperatures at which no other
high–work-capacity actuator can survive.

For applications inwhich yarn-size torsional and
tensile actuators are needed, the absence of elec-
trolyte and associated packaging, the low required
voltages, and the high cycle life and energy and
power densities suggest the possibility of early com-
mercial deployment. The main competing technol-
ogy ofNiTi shapememorymetal actuators provides
highly hysteretic actuator strokes; actuator control is
complicated by the dependence of stroke on prior
history within a cycle (26). This history dependence
is small for the wax hybrid yarn results of Fig. 2A
and should be negligible for cycling a neat yarn or
any wax-filled yarn between molten states. How-
ever, as with shape memory metal wires and other
thermally powered actuators (26), electrothermal
energy conversion efficiency is low. Future pos-

sibilities include environmentally powered hybrid
muscles that open textile pores or close window
blinds when it is too hot, or actuate in response to
agents in the environment.
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Synthetic Lipid Membrane Channels
Formed by Designed DNA Nanostructures
Martin Langecker,1* Vera Arnaut,1* Thomas G. Martin,2* Jonathan List,1 Stephan Renner,1
Michael Mayer,3 Hendrik Dietz,2† Friedrich C. Simmel1†

We created nanometer-scale transmembrane channels in lipid bilayers by means of self-assembled
DNA-based nanostructures. Scaffolded DNA origami was used to create a stem that penetrated and spanned
a lipid membrane, as well as a barrel-shaped cap that adhered to the membrane, in part via 26 cholesterol
moieties. In single-channel electrophysiological measurements, we found similarities to the response of
natural ion channels, such as conductances on the order of 1 nanosiemens and channel gating. More
pronounced gating was seen for mutations in which a single DNA strand of the stem protruded into the
channel. Single-molecule translocation experiments show that the synthetic channels can be used to
discriminate single DNA molecules.

Alarge class of proteins and peptides form
channels through lipid bilayermembranes
(1) to facilitate the transport of water, ions,

or other entities through the otherwise imper-
meablemembranes. Here, we report on a synthetic
membrane channel that is constructed entirely

from DNA and anchored to a lipid membrane by
cholesterol side chains. The shape of our syn-
thetic channel is inspired by the natural channel
protein a-hemolysin (2), although there are dif-
ferences in physical properties such as charge,
hydrophobicity, and size.

We constructed the channel by means of mo-
lecular self-assembly with scaffolded DNA ori-
gami (3–9) (Fig. 1A). The channel consists of
two modules: (i) a stem that penetrates and spans
a lipid membrane, and (ii) a barrel-shaped cap
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